The SAE-J2716 standard [1] is a product of the Data Communications Standards Committee under the Electrical Systems Group of the Motor Vehicle Council. This is the same committee that has produced standards for the widely adopted SAE-J1850, CAN, and LIN protocols. This application report provides an example of how the TMS570 NHET v2 may be used to implement a decoder for the SAE-J2716 (Feb 2008) protocol standard; the decoder presents the data and eliminates the need for CPU to do it. (Note that the standard has been updated again in Jan 2010 but not covered by this application note).

1 A Brief Introduction to SAE-J2716

SAE-J2716 is a lightweight protocol designed for communication between remote sensor units and electronic control units. Low sensor cost, increased sensor resolution and sample rates, and electromagnetic compatibility are key concerns addressed by SAE-J2716.

The source encoding scheme used by SAE-J2716 is called Single Edge Nibble Transmission (SENT). The SENT encoder accepts nibbles (4 bits) of data at a time, and converts each nibble into a pulse on the data line which has a variable duration dependent on the data. The pulse duration is referenced from falling edge to falling edge on the data line, so it is not critical that the driving circuit have matched rise and fall times.

1.1 SAE-J2716 Physical Layer

The standard proposes a three-wire interface between sensor and ECU consisting of sensor power and ground plus a single data line. Signaling is accomplished by driving the voltage of the data line between (nominally) 5V and ground. Waveform transitions are shaped for electromagnetic compatibility purposes.

For the purpose of this application note, we assume that the ECU includes a physical layer interface outside the microcontroller which reduces the signaling to 3.3V LVCMOS levels and sharpens the waveform transitions.

1.2 SAE-J2716 Data Link Layer

Figure 1 contains an example of an SAE-J2716 message frame which consists of a calibration pulse, message header pulse, two data pulses, and a CRC4 pulse. The number of data pulses per message may vary depending on the transmitting device used, but is fixed for a given transmitting device.

![Figure 1. Example of an SAE-J2716 message frame](image)

The duration of every pulse in the message frame is an integer multiple of a predetermined unit interval. The unit interval (UI) also varies but is fixed for a given transmitter. To enable low cost sensors, the transmitter is allowed a very wide tolerance (±20%) which necessitates starting each message with a training pulse. This is the function of the calibration pulse which has a duration of 56 UI (Equation 1)
After the calibration pulse, the remaining pulses in the message represent nibble values. The pulse duration is proportional to the nibble value ($N_i$) plus an offset of 12 (Equation 2).

$$t_i = (12 + N_i) \cdot t_{UI}$$

The first nibble represents a message header. The main use of the message header is to encode a sub-channel that carries meta-data transmitted one bit per frame and decoded every sixteen frames.

After the message header, the data payload is transmitted as a series of data nibbles. The format of the payload is dependent on the definition of the transmitting device.

The last nibble is a CRC4 value that protects the header and data portions of the frame.

2 NHET Implementation of a SENT decoder

2.1 Timing Constraints

This section provides an overview of the timing constraints for the SENT decoder and how these constraints drive selection of the NHET clock prescaler values.

A general purpose SENT decoder needs to operate at up to the fastest data rate provided for in the SAE-J2716 standard (3µs unit interval or tick) and also take into account that the tolerance on the transmitter clock is ±25%. The worst case unit interval to design for is listed in Equation 3

$$t_{UI \_\min} = 2.25 \mu s$$

A second requirement from the standard is for the decoder detect a shift greater than 1.5625% (1/64) between two successive calibration pulses. Assuming the transmitter operates at the maximum allowed clock rate, this means the NHET decoder must be designed to determine when two consecutive calibration pulses differ by more than 1.97us as calculated in Equation 4.

$$\frac{56}{64} t_{UI \_\min} = 1.97 \mu s$$

Equation 3 and Equation 4 constrain the minimum NHET high resolution clock frequency when executing SENT decode. The NHET high resolution clock is generated by passing the NHET module clock, VLCK2, through a clock divider. The divider value is referred to as the High Resolution Pre-Scale (HRP).

The value of HRP should be minimized if the timer is to operate at maximum resolution. However the HRP setting is also a factor in determining the maximum number of clock cycles per high end timer loop available for program execution. This relationship is expressed by Equation 6.

$$\text{Cycles / Loop} = HRP \cdot LRP$$

Setting a budget of 256 cycles per loop for decoder execution, and understanding that the maximum value of LRP is 128, the minimum value of HRP is 2. With VCLK2 running at 100MHz in order to maximize the number of SENT channels that can be decoded on a single NHET timer, the resolution on the timer HRP is 20ns. This means that unit interval scale measurements of Equation 3 and Equation 4 can be made with accuracy of approximately 1%.

An estimate can be made of the maximum number of SENT channels to be decoded by a single NHET timer, assuming execution time not NHET memory is the limiting resource. In order for the NHET to decode a number of channels ($N_{ch}$) simultaneously, the decoder must be able to process all channels within the time it takes to transmit the shortest valid pulse. This constraint is expressed by Equation 6.

$$N_{ch} \cdot HRP \cdot LRP \cdot t_{vCLK2} \leq 12 \cdot t_{UI \_\min}$$
The left hand side of Equation 6 is an expression of the time required for the decoder loop to execute $N_{ch}$ iterations and therefore process each channel once. The right hand side of the equation is an expression of the minimum valid input pulse duration. This corresponds to the transmission of a nibble with value 0, or pulse duration of 12 UI.

Using 256 cycles per loop and $t_{cVCLK2} = 10\text{ns}$, a single NHET can decode a maximum of 10 channels (Equation 7) at the maximum transmission rate of a 3µs - 25% unit interval. Again this assumes the limiting factor is NHET execution speed and not the amount of NHET program memory available.

\[
N_{ch} \leq \frac{12 \cdot 2.25\mu s}{256 \cdot 10\text{ns}} \leq 10.54
\]  

(7)

2.2 Channel State Maintained by the Decoder

The example decoder maintains an array of state information for each of the $n$ channels. The state variables maintained are:

- CHn_NEWP: New pulse measurement on channel 'n'. Units of NHET Hi-Res Clocks
- CHn_NCAL: Nominal value of calibration pulse - constant depending on sensor. Units of NHET Hi-Res Clocks
- CHn_LCAL: Last valid calibration pulse on channel 'n'. Units of NHET Hi-Res Clocks
- CHn_STATE: Protocol decoder state word. Includes working and initial values for data count, subchannel data count, and crc as well as state.
- CHn_MSGDAT: Working buffer (shift register) for message data reception.
- CHn_SCDAT: Working buffer (shift register) for subchannel data reception.
- CHn_MSGBUF: Output buffer for message data reception.
- CHn_SCBUF: Output buffer for subchannel data.

2.3 Two Level Loop Structure

The example NHET code for a SENT decoder is partitioned into a two level loop structure. The inner loop performs the high resolution input capture function on each of the $N_{ch}$ input pins. This function is executed during every NHET loop resolution period. The outer loop processes the input captures of the inner loop. The outer loop is also executed once every loop resolution period, but it processes only one channel at a time. This means that it takes the NHET $N_{ch}$ loop resolution periods to process each one of the input channels once. Figure 2 contains a flowchart of the example decoder NHET code.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of NHET SENT Decoder Example
2.4 Inner Loop: Pulse Period Measurement

Boxes (1) and (2) of Figure 2 represent the inner loop of input capture. The NHET instruction "PCNT" is used to implement an input capture function on each pin at high resolution (See Figure 3).

![Period Measurement From Falling Edge To Falling Edge](image)

NHET Instruction To Measure Period at High Resolution
On Input Pin NHET[n] (n={0,1,2,...}):
PCNT {hr_lr = HIGH, type=FALL2FALL, pin=n}

![Figure 3. PCNT Instruction Used for Input Capture](image)

Each PCNT instruction in the inner loop is followed by a pair of MOV32 instructions that execute conditionally each time a new input capture occurs in the preceding PCNT instruction. These two instructions copy the input capture result into the corresponding channel state data structure; where it is buffered for processing the next time that the corresponding channel is serviced in the outer loop.

The following code fragment performs the input capture function, and is repeated for each channel.

```assembly
CH0_PCNT:
  PCNT {hr_lr=HIGH, type=FALL2FALL, pin=0}
  MOV32 {z_cond=ON, type=REMTOREG, reg=T, remote=CH0_PCNT}
  MOV32 {z_cond=ON, type=REGTOREM, reg=T, remote=CH0_NEWP}
```

2.5 Channel Dispatcher for Outer Loop

Boxes (3), (4), and (8) of Figure 2 represent the selection of one of the N\textsubscript{ch} channels for processing in the outer loop.

Channel selection in Box (3) is performed with a CNT instruction followed by N\textsubscript{ch}-1 ECMP instructions. The CNT instruction implements a modulo-counter that counts from zero to counter max value, then repeats again from zero. The ECMP instruction can be used to compare the counter value to each channel number and branch to the appropriate channel dispatch routine. The ECMP instruction has both a conditional address for compare match and next address (compare does not match) therefore only N\textsubscript{ch}-1 ECMP instructions are required. An example dispatcher for a four channel decoder uses these NHET instructions:

```assembly
L2_DISPATCH:
  CNT {reg=A, max=3, data=0}
  ECMP {reg=A, cond_addr=CH3, pin=0, en_pin_action=OFF, data=3}
  ECMP {reg=A, cond_addr=CH2, pin=0, en_pin_action=OFF, data=2}
  ECMP {reg=A, cond_addr=CH1, pin=0, en_pin_action=OFF, data=1, next=CH0}
```

Once a channel is selected, the channel state is copied to a working scratchpad area that is used by the channel processing subroutine. The channel state is stored in the data field of the same instructions that are used to copy the channel state to the working scratchpad area; saving NHET ram. An example of this NHET code for one channel is:

```assembly
CH0:
PCH0_ADDR .equ 00Ch
CH0_NEWP:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, regNONE, remote=L2WRK_NEWP,
         data=0, hr_data=0}
CH0_NCAL:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, regNONE, remote=L2WRK_NCAL,
         data=0, hr_data=0}
data=CONST_CH0NOMCALLR, hr_data=CONST_CH0NOMCALHR)

CH0_LCAL:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_LCAL,
    data=0, hr_data=0}

CH0_STATE:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_STATE,
    data=0, hr_data=0}

CH0_MSGDAT:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_MSGDAT,
    data=0, hr_data=0}

CH0_SCDAT:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_SCDAT,
    data=0, hr_data=0}

CH0_MSGBUF:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_MSGBUF,
    data=0, hr_data=0}

CH0_SCBUF:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_SCBUF,
    data=0, hr_data=0}

CH0_SURTN:
  ADD {src1=ZERO, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_CLRNEWP,
    data=0, hr_data=PCH0_ADDR, next=L2_SETUP_RETURN}

Note that the last line of the above code fragment loads the temporary register 'T' with the address of the
start of the channel data structure, then branches to "L2_SETUP_RETURN". The code at this address modifies the remote address of the instructions that copy the channel data structure back from the working / scratchpad area when processing of the outer loop is complete. This operation makes use of the remote program field option of the NHET v2 arithmetic instructions.

L2_SETUP_RETURN:
  ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_NCAL, data=0, hr_data=1}
  ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_LCAL, data=0, hr_data=1}
  ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_STATE, data=0, hr_data=1}
  ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_MSGDAT, data=0, hr_data=1}
  ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_SCDAT, data=0, hr_data=1}
  ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_MSGBUF, data=0, hr_data=1}

Box (8) of Figure 2 is executed after all of the other processing in the outer loop is complete. This
operation copies back the channel data structure from the scratchpad / working area to the appropriate
channel data store. It is the code area that has remote addresses parameterized by the function
L2_SETUP.Return in the above listing:

L2WRK_NEW:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=CH0_NEW, data=0, hr_data=0}

L2_RETURN:

L2WRK_CLRNEW:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=CH0_NEW, data=0, hr_data=0}

L2WRK_NC:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=CH0_NC, data=0, hr_data=0}

L2WRK_LCAL:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=CH0_LCAL, data=0, hr_data=0}

L2WRK_STATE:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=CH0_STATE, data=0, hr_data=0}

L2WRK_MSGDAT:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=CH0_MSGDAT, data=0, hr_data=0}

L2WRK_SCDAT:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=CH0_SCDAT, data=0, hr_data=0}

L2WRK_MSGBUF:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOMRE & REM, reg=NONE, remote=CH0_MSGBUF,
As is the case with the channel state data structures, the working data is stored in the data field of the instructions that copy the scratchpad data back to the appropriate data structure. The data fields can be operated on in-place and restored simply by branching to L2_RETURN. Note that the CHn_NEWP state variable is not copied back but rather written back as a '0'. This is done to clear the CHn_NEWP so only one event is registered per incoming pulse.

2.6 Outer Loop: Pulse Categorization

Box (6) of Figure 2 is the pulse categorization step. This step is performed by performing a few simple checks and then executing a division. A more detailed flow chart of this step is illustrated by Figure 4. This step is bypassed when the L2WRK_NEWP is zero, so every time this routine is entered a new pulse event has been detected. Either the ratio of the new pulse period to the Last Calibration Pulse period or the Nominal Calibration Pulse Period is computed through division. This will depend on whether the L2WRK_LCAL state is non-zero; and the protocol state machine must manage this variable clearing it whenever an error is detected so that the nominal calibration pulse period is used whenever synchronization is lost. Once synchronization is achieved, incoming data and calibration pulses will be measured against the duration of the previous calibration pulse.

A division overflow would occur if the new pulse period (dividend) were greater than the divisor, so the division is performed using twice the calibration pulse period as a divisor. This accounts for incoming pulse periods that are slightly longer than the previous calibration pulse period as is allowed by the standard; but less than two times the previous calibration pulse period. The factor of 2 is divided back out in the last processing step (Box (6f), Figure 4) when the fractional result is normalized back to an integral number of unit intervals.

The division algorithm used is a sequential, restoring division algorithm described in [2].
The code for this section of the NHET algorithm follows. The division loop is iterated over 10 times based on empirical test results. The division loop body begins at L2_CHKD_A and ends at L2_CHKD_C. L2_CHKD_D is the beginning of the normalization step.
; Compute T = 56 * (NEWP / CAL)
; Step1: T = NEWP / (2 * CAL). Factor 2 to prevent division overflow
; Step2: T = 56 * 2 * T
; Step3: T = (2 * T) + 1
; Step5: T = T / 2
Result: T = ((56 * 2 * 2 * (NEWP / 2 * LCAL)) + 1) / 2 = 56 * NEWP / LCAL rounded to integer

L2_CHK:
; SETUP # OF ITERATIONS OF SRT DIVISION
; (10 Iterations, DJZ executes data+1 times, therefore data=9)
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2_CHKD_C, data=9}

; CLEAR QUOTIENT
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG, reg=T, data=0, hr_data=0}

; DIVIDEND: NEWP
; If New Pulse Width is '0' then no event was captured... skip.
ADD {src1=REM, src2=ZERO, dest=S, remote=L2WRK_NEWP, data=DUMMY}
BR {event=Z, cond_addr=L2_IS_NOEVENT}

; DIVISOR: (2 * CAL) Where CAL is either LCAL or NCAL (if no valid 'last cal' exists)
ADD {src1=REM, src2=ZERO, dest=R, remote=L2WRK_LCAL, data=DUMMY}
BR {event=NZ, cond_addr=L2_CHK_SETD}
ADD {src1=REM, src2=ZERO, dest=R, remote=L2WRK_NCAL, data=DUMMY}

L2_CHK_SETD:
; Set Divisor in Division Loop
ADD {src1=R, src2=R, dest=R, rdest=REM, remote=L2_CHKD_A, data=DUMMY}

; Confirm (2*CAL) > (NEWP). If Not, Invalid
L2_CHK_OVFL:
SUB {src1=R, src2=S, dest=IMM, data=DUMMY}
BR {event=N, cond_addr=L2_IS_INVALID}
ADD {src1=S, src2=S, dest=S, data=DUMMY}

L2_CHKD_A:
SUB {src1=S, src2=IMM, dest=R, data=DUMMY}
BR {event=N, cond_addr=L2_CHKD_B}

; SRT ALGO CONDITION 1: if 2r(i-1)-D is Positive or Zero
; then r(i) = 2r(i-1)-D and q(i) = 1
; Here, also multiply by '2' to pre-compute 2r(i) for next iteration
ADD {src1=R, src2=R, dest=S, data=DUMMY}
OR {src1=IMM, src2=T, dest=T, smode=LSL, scount=1, data=0h, hr_data=1, next=L2_CHKD_C}

L2_CHKD_B:
; SRT ALGO CONDITION 2: if 2r(i-1)-D is Negative
; then r(i) = 2r(i-1), and q(i) = 0}
; Here, also multiply by '2' to pre-compute 2r(i) for next iteration
ADD {src1=S, src2=S, dest=S, data=DUMMY}
OR {src1=IMM, src2=T, dest=T, smode=LSL, scount=1, data=0, hr_data=0}

L2_CHKD_C:
DJZ {reg=NONE, cond_addr=L2CHKD_D, next=L2_CHKD_A, data=9}

L2_CHKD_D:
ADD {src1=ZERO, src2=T, dest=R, rdest=REM, remote=L2_CHKD_D, smode=LSL, scount=3, data=DUMMY}
SUB {src1=R, src2=T, dest=R, smode=LSL, scount=3, data=DUMMY}
ADD {src1=IMM, src2=R, dest=R, smode=LSR, scount=10, data=4h, hr_data=00h, next=dbga}
2.7 Outer Loop: Protocol State Machine

The outer loop protocol state machine is still to be implemented and tested. However a proposed state diagram is illustrated in Figure 5. In most cases when an error occurs the decoder should simply reset and attempt to resynchronize; so the state machine complexity is expected to be low.

![Proposed Outer Loop State Machine Diagram](image)

2.7.1 CRC4 Check

The final nibble of every SENT message frame is a CRC4 that should be checked before declaring the message valid. The CRC4 polynomial from the February 2008 standard is \(x^4+x^3+x^2+1\) with a seed of 0x5. A table based MATLAB function is included in the standard as a reference.

We converted the table based, nibble at a time algorithm from the standard to a bit-serial form for implementation on NHET where RAM is very limited. The 'C' language subroutine for the serial approach is given in the following listing:

```c
unsigned int CrcMthd2 (unsigned int *data, unsigned int numNibbles) {
    unsigned int i, bit_mask, temp_data = 0;
    unsigned int crc, poly;
    crc = CRCSeed;

    // Serial CRC logic
    for (i = 0; i < numNibbles; i++) {
        bit_mask = 0x5;
        temp_data = *data;
        *data = temp_data >> 4;
        temp_data = temp_data & 0x0F;
        temp_data = (temp_data ^ bit_mask) & poly;
        crc = (crc << 4) | temp_data;
    }

    return crc;
}
```

Figure 5. Proposed Outer Loop State Machine
poly = 0xD;

for (i = 0; i < numNibbles; i++) {
    temp_data = (temp_data << 4) | data[i];
}

bit_mask = 1 << (numNibbles * 4) - 1;

while (bit_mask > 0) {
    crc = crc << 1;
    if (bit_mask & temp_data) {
        crc = crc | 0x01;
    }
    if (crc & 0x10) {
        crc = crc ^ poly;
    }
    crc = crc & 0xF;
    bit_mask = bit_mask >> 1;
}
return crc;

The above code was tested on a PC against the table based form for all 16-bit inputs in the range 0x0000 to 0xFFFF. The equivalent NHET code is listed below (not yet tested - but included for cycle and memory usage estimation). This code assumes register R contains the working CRC value, and S contains the received data nibble. Register T is used for the bit mask. The working CRC should be stored in a nibble of the CHn_STATE state variable and initialized to CRC4_SEED upon detection of a new calibration pulse.

CRC4_SEED .equ 05h
CRC4_POLY .equ 0Dh

MOV32 {type=IMTOREG, reg=T, data=0, hr_data=8h}
CRC4:
    ADD {src1=R, src2=R, dest=R, data=DUMMY}
    AND {src1=S, src2=T, dest=NONE}
    BR {event=Z, cond_addr=CRC4_a}
    OR {src1=R, src2=IMM, dest=R, data=0, hr_data=1h}
CRC4_a:
    AND {src1=R, src2=IMM, dest=NONE, data=0, hr_data=10h}
    BR {event=Z, cond_addr=CRC4_b}
    XOR {src1=R, src2=IMM, dest=R, data=0, hr_data=CRC4_POLY}
CRC4_b:
    AND {src1=R, src2=IMM, dest=R, data=0, hr_data=0Fh}
    ADD {src1=T, src2=ZERG, dest=T, smode=LSR, scount=1, data=DUMMY}
    BR {event=NZ, cond_addr=CRC4}

3 Testing

The decoder has been implemented except for Step 7 of Figure 2; i.e. the decoder currently functions as a multichannel pulse categorization algorithm.

Testing of this functionality was performed with:

- FPGA board containing an TMS570 CPU, System, and NHET peripheral
- Tektronix AWG2021 Arbitrary Waveform Generator
- Tektronix TDS3014B Digital Oscilloscope

The FPGA board operates with the NHET timer VCLK2 at 15MHz; but input stimulus has been scaled accordingly to simulate VCLK2 at 100MHz. A Python scripts was written to generate simulated SENT waveform and program this into the arbitrary waveform generator as stimulus to the FPGA board. The scripts also allow the unit interval for each of the calibration, data, and CRC pulses to be varied from the nominal value.
Testing was done on the pulse categorization routine to verify the transition points between decode of one data code word to the next. This is done by keeping the calibration pulse period at a nominal value (scale factor of 1.0) while varying the scale factor of the data pulse and monitoring the NHET RAM location that contains the output code word (dbgr in the code listing of Section 6). The pulse width recorded is within the transition band and at this pulse width the decoder will sometimes decode the lower value symbol and sometimes the higher value symbol.

Results of the test on input channel 0 are listed in Table 1. Transition points are in the expected range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Pulse Width</th>
<th>Receiver Transition (Nibble Received)</th>
<th>Expected Transition Point (µs)</th>
<th>Measured Transition Point (µs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.5 UI</td>
<td>Invalid -&gt; 0h</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>231.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5 UI</td>
<td>0h -&gt; 1h</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.5 UI</td>
<td>1h -&gt; 2h</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>271.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.5 UI</td>
<td>2h -&gt; 3h</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>291.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.5 UI</td>
<td>3h -&gt; 4h</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>310.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.5 UI</td>
<td>4h -&gt; 5h</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>330.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5 UI</td>
<td>5h -&gt; 6h</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.5 UI</td>
<td>6h -&gt; 7h</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>371.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.5 UI</td>
<td>7h -&gt; 8h</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>391.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.5 UI</td>
<td>8h -&gt; 9h</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>411.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.5 UI</td>
<td>9h -&gt; Ah</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>431.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.5 UI</td>
<td>Ah -&gt; 8h</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.5 UI</td>
<td>Bh -&gt; Ch</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>470.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.5 UI</td>
<td>Ch -&gt; Dh</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>489.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.5 UI</td>
<td>Dh -&gt; Eh</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>511.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.5 UI</td>
<td>Eh -&gt; Fh</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>531.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.5 UI</td>
<td>Fh -&gt; Invalid</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>551.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Code Size and Execution Time

The NHET RAM used by the currently implemented portion of the decoder is 88 words, not including the event counters and debug code that will be removed in the final implementation. The CRC4 algorithm will add 11 additional words, bringing the RAM usage for 4 channels to 99 words. This leaves just over 60 words available for implementing the proposed decoder state machine of Section 2.7 on a TMS570 device with 160 words of NHET RAM.

The incremental memory cost per additional channel is estimated to be 13 words: 3 words for event detection, 9 words for state, and 1 word for dispatch.

The cycle count for the currently implemented portion of the decoder is 124 cycles (based on manual instruction counting for the longest path). Adding a CRC4 check is another 44 cycles, bringing the total to 168 cycles per NHET loop. With a budget of 256 cycles (See Section 2.1) just under 100 cycles are left to implement the state machine proposed in Section 2.7.

Also, if necessary, subchannel processing can be performed as an additional state after the CRC word is received; to spread its cycle count over another loop resolution period. This can be done because after the CRC word is received, the only valid input pulse can be a calibration pulse, which is more than four times longer than the code-word 0 pulse from which the 256 word loop resolution budget is derived.

5 References

6 Complete Code Listing

CONST_CH0NOMCALLR .equ 20h
CONST_CH0NOMCALHR .equ 68h
CONST_CH1NOMCALLR .equ 20h
CONST_CH1NOMCALHR .equ 69h
CONST_CH2NOMCALLR .equ 20h
CONST_CH2NOMCALHR .equ 6ah
CONST_CH3NOMCALLR .equ 20h
CONST_CH3NOMCALHR .equ 6bh

CONST_EVENT_NONE .equ 16
CONST_EVENT_VALIDCAL .equ 17
CONST_EVENT_ERRCAL .equ 18
CONST_EVENT_INVALID .equ 19

PROGRAM_START:

CH0_PCNT:
  PCNT {hr_lr=HIGH, type=FALL2FALL, pin=0}
  MOV32 {z_cond=ON, type=REMTOREG, reg=T, remote=CH0_PCNT}
  MOV32 {z_cond=ON, type=REGTOREM, reg=T, remote=CH0_NEWP}

CH1_PCNT:
  PCNT {hr_lr=HIGH, type=FALL2FALL, pin=1}
  MOV32 {z_cond=ON, type=REMTOREG, reg=T, remote=CH1_PCNT}
  MOV32 {z_cond=ON, type=REGTOREM, reg=T, remote=CH1_NEWP}

CH2_PCNT:
  PCNT {hr_lr=HIGH, type=FALL2FALL, pin=2}
  MOV32 {z_cond=ON, type=REMTOREG, reg=T, remote=CH2_PCNT}
  MOV32 {z_cond=ON, type=REGTOREM, reg=T, remote=CH2_NEWP}

CH3_PCNT:
  PCNT {hr_lr=HIGH, type=FALL2FALL, pin=3}
  MOV32 {z_cond=ON, type=REMTOREG, reg=T, remote=CH3_PCNT}
  MOV32 {z_cond=ON, type=REGTOREM, reg=T, remote=CH3_NEWP, next=L2DISPATCH}

CH0:
PCH0_ADDR .equ 00Ch
CH0_NEWP:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_NEWP, data=0, hr_data=0}
CH0_NCAL:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_NCAL, data=CONST_CH0NOMCALLR, hr_data=CONST_CH0NOMCALHR}
CH0_LCAL:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_LCAL, data=0, hr_data=0}
CH0_STATE:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_STATE, data=0, hr_data=0}
CH0_MSGDAT:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_MSGDAT, data=0, hr_data=0}
CH0_SCDAT:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_SCDAT, data=0, hr_data=0}
CH0_MSGBUF:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_MSGBUF, data=0, hr_data=0}
CH0_SCBUF:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_SCBUF,
data=0, hr_data=0}

CH0_SURTN:
ADD {src1=ZERO, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_CLRNEWP,
data=0, hr_data=PCH0_ADDR, next=L2_SETUP_RETURN}

CH1:
PCH1_ADDR .equ 015h
CH1_NEWP:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_NEWP,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH1_NCAL:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_NCAL,
data=CONST_CH1NOMCALLR, hr_data=CONST_CH1NOMCALHR}
CH1_LCAL:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_LCAL,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH1_STATE:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_STATE,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH1_MSGDAT:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_MSGDAT,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH1_SCDAT:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_SCDAT,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH1_MSGBUF:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_MSGBUF,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH1_SCBUF:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_SCBUF,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH1_SURTN:
ADD {src1=ZERO, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_CLRNEWP,
data=0, hr_data=PCH1_ADDR, next=L2_SETUP_RETURN}

CH2:
PCH2_ADDR .equ 01Eh
CH2_NEWP:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_NEWP,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH2_NCAL:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_NCAL,
data=CONST_CH2NOMCALLR, hr_data=CONST_CH2NOMCALHR}
CH2_LCAL:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_LCAL,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH2_STATE:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_STATE,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH2_MSGDAT:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_MSGDAT,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH2_SCDAT:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_SCDAT,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH2_MSGBUF:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_MSGBUF,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH2_SCBUF:
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG&REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2WRK_SCBUF,
data=0, hr_data=0}
CH2_SURTN:
ADD {src1=ZERO, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_CLRNEWP,
data=0, hr_data=PCH2_ADDR, next=L2_SETUP_RETURN}

CH3:
PCH3_ADDR .equ 027h
CH3_NEWP:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_NEWP,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
CH3_NCAL:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_NCAL,
        data=CONST_CH3NOMCALLR, hr_data=CONST_CH3NOMCALHR}
CH3_LCAL:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_LCAL,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
CH3_STATE:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_STATE,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
CH3_MSGDAT:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_MSGDAT,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
CH3_SCDAT:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_SCDAT,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
CH3_MSGBUF:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_MSGBUF,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
CH3_SCBUF:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=L2WRK_SCBUF,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
CH3_SURTN:
  ADD {src1=ZERO, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_CLRNEWP,
       data=0, hr_data=PCH3_ADDR, next=L2_SETUP_RETURN}
L2WRK_NEWP:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=CH0_NEWP,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
L2RETURN:
L2WRK_CLRNEWP:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=CH0_NEWP,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
L2WRK_NCAL:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=CH0_NCAL,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
L2WRK_LCAL:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=CH0_LCAL,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
L2WRK_STATE:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=CH0_STATE,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
L2WRK_MSGDAT:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=CH0_MSGDAT,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
L2WRK_SCDAT:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=CH0_SCDAT,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
L2WRK_MSGBUF:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=CH0_MSGBUF,
        data=0, hr_data=0}
L2WRK_SCBUF:
  MOV32 {type=IMTOREGREM, reg=None, remote=CH0_SCBUF,
        data=0, hr_data=0, next=PROGRAM_START}
L2DISPATCH:
  CNT {reg=A, max=3, data=0}
  ECMP {reg=A, cond_addr=CH3, pin=0, en_pin_action=OFF, data=3}
  ECMP {reg=A, cond_addr=CH2, pin=0, en_pin_action=OFF, data=2}
  ECMP {reg=A, cond_addr=CH1, pin=0, en_pin_action=OFF, data=1, next=CH0}
L2_SETUP_RETURN:
ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_NCAL, data=0, hr_data=1}
ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_LCAL, data=0, hr_data=1}
ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_STATE, data=0, hr_data=1}
ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_MSGDAT, data=0, hr_data=1}
ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_SCDAT, data=0, hr_data=1}
ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_MSGBUF, data=0, hr_data=1}
ADD {src1=T, src2=IMM, dest=T, rdest=REMP, remote=L2WRK_SCBUF, data=0, hr_data=1}

; Compute T = 56 * (NEWP / CAL)
; Step1: T = NEWP / (2 * CAL). Factor 2 to prevent division overflow
; Step2: T = 56 * 2 * T
; Step3: T = (2 * T) + 1
; Step5: T = T / 2
; Result: T = ((56 * 2 * 2 * (NEWP / 2 * LCAL)) + 1) / 2 = 56 * NEWP / LCAL rounded to integer

L2_CHK:
; SETUP # OF ITERATIONS OF SRT DIVISION
; (10 Iterations, DJZ executes data+1 times, therefore data=9)
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG & REM, reg=NONE, remote=L2_CHKD_C, data=9}

; CLEAR QUOTIENT
MOV32 {type=IMTOREG, reg=T, data=0, hr_data=0}

; DIVIDEND: NEWP
; If New Pulse Width is '0' then no event was captured... skip.
ADD {src1=REM, src2=ZERO, dest=S, remote=L2WRK_NEWP, data=DUMMY}
BR {event=Z, cond_addr=L2_IS_NOEVENT}

; DIVISOR: (2 * CAL) Where CAL is either LCAL or NCAL (if no valid 'last cal' exists)
ADD {src1=REM, src2=ZERO, dest=R, remote=L2WRK_LCAL, data=DUMMY}
BR {event=NZ, cond_addr=L2_CHK_SETD}
ADD {src1=REM, src2=ZERO, dest=R, remote=L2WRK_NCAL, data=DUMMY}

L2_CHK_SETD:
; Set Divisor in Division Loop
ADD {src1=R, src2=R, dest=R, rdest=REM, remote=L2_CHKD_A, data=DUMMY}

; Confirm (2*CAL) > (NEWP). If Not, Invalid
L2_CHK_OVFL:
SUB {src1=R, src2=S, dest=IMM, data=DUMMY}
BR {event=N, cond_addr=L2_IS_INVALID}
ADD {src1=S, src2=S, dest=S, data=DUMMY}

L2_CHKD_A:
SUB {src1=S, src2=IMM, dest=R, data=DUMMY}
BR {event=N, cond_addr=L2_CHKD_B}

; SRT ALGO CONDITION 1: if 2r(i-1)-D is Positive or Zero
; then r(i) = 2r(i-1)-D and q(i) = 1
; Here, also multiply by '2' to pre-compute 2r(i) for next iteration
ADD {src1=R, src2=R, dest=S, data=DUMMY}
OR {src1=IMM, src2=T, dest=T, smode=LSL, scount=1, data=0h, hr_data=1, next=L2_CHKD_C}

L2_CHKD_B:
; SRT ALGO CONDITION 2: if 2r(i-1)-D is Negative
; then r(i) = 2r(i-1), and q(i) = 0
; Here, also multiply by '2' to pre-compute 2r(i) for next iteration
ADD {src1=S, src2=S, dest=S, data=DUMMY}
OR {src1=IMM, src2=T, dest=T, smode=LSL, scount=1, data=0, hr_data=0}

L2_CHKD_C:
DJZ {reg=NONE, cond_addr=L2_CHKD_D, next=L2_CHKD_A, data=9}

L2_CHKD_D:
ADD {src1=ZERO, src2=T, dest=R, rdest=REM, remote=L2_CHKD_D, smode=LSL, scount=3, data=DUMMY}
SUB {src1=R, src2=T, dest=R, smode=LSL, scount=3, data=DUMMY}
ADD {src1=IMM, src2=R, dest=R, smode=LSR, scount=10, data=4h, hr_data=00h, next=dbga}

L2_IS_DATA:
  CNT {reg=A, max=1FFFFFFh, data=0, next=L2_RETURN}
L2_IS_NOEVENT:
  CNT {reg=A, max=1FFFFFFh, data=0, next=L2_RETURN}
L2_IS_VALIDCAL:
  CNT {reg=A, max=1FFFFFFh, data=0, next=L2_RETURN}
L2_IS_ERRCAL:
  CNT {reg=A, max=1FFFFFFh, data=0, next=L2_RETURN}
L2_IS_INVALID:
  CNT {reg=A, max=1FFFFFFh, data=0, next=L2_RETURN}

; Debug Only
  dbga:   MOV32 {type=REGTOREM, reg=A, remote = dbga}
  dbgb:   MOV32 {type=REGTOREM, reg=B, remote = dbgb}
  dbgr:   MOV32 {type=REGTOREM, reg=R, remote = dbgr}
  dbgs:   MOV32 {type=REGTOREM, reg=S, remote = dbgs}
  dbggt:  MOV32 {type=REGTOREM, reg=T, remote = dbggt, next=L2_IS_DATA}